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|| New look SURFACE Design Middle East has all projects covered 

The region’s premier platform for flooring, wall and ceiling solutions has been shaken up for 2018. 

Following three hugely successful years as Middle East Covering, the sister show of INDEX and 
WORKSPACE now goes by a new name: SURFACE Design Middle East. 

   

SURFACE Design Middle East (left) creates a bridge that allows architects, consultants, contractors, and other industry specifiers to come 
together, network, learn and source products that create world-class exteriors and interiors (middle). The show will this year be directed by 

INDEX’s Samantha Kane-Macdonald (right) 

The slick rebrand seeks to better represent the show on the world stage as the interior design industry’s 
prime platform for flooring materials and wall and ceiling finishes, from both a supplier and buyer 
perspective.  

Under the directorship of INDEX’s Samantha Kane-Macdonald, SURFACE Design will now push to 
further internationalise across its four days in March (26-29th) after welcoming a record number of 
global exhibitors in 2017. 

Its show floor will also be brought to life with a raft of new features, at the center of which will be a walk 
through product maze featuring the very latest in carpet, wallpaper and paint innovations. 

“As Middle East Covering, the show grew an incredible following over three terrific years, regularly 
welcoming big name international brands like HP, Colortek, Progress Profiles SpA and Al Zubaidi, all of 
whom have been key in advancing the design methods and technologies that are making interior and 
exterior surfaces more spectacular than ever,” said Kane-Macdonald. 

“With SURFACE Design Middle East, we are continuing to work passionately with the world’s biggest 
flooring, ceiling and wall covering providers to ensure we bring the absolute best to our visitors.” 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/8zo5mn9071z47sg/AAC3hXkEPxRXaRIbyYpFG_Wba?dl=0


 
The exhibition, heading into its fourth year, offers a one stop shop for any designer, architect or 
contractor’s flooring, wall and ceiling needs across four sectors; Architectural Exterior & Interior Surface 
Materials, Composite/Resilient Flooring, Technology & Equipment and Textile Covering (wall to wall). 

Those products include acoustic wall panels, architecture glass, industrial flooring, sports flooring, 
wallpaper print, vinyl tiles, 3D models, solid surfaces, wooden cladding, curtain walling, facades, 
machine made carpets and carpet tiles, and surface treatment solutions – in essence, every possible 
surface required for creating and finishing a space. 

Big name exhibitors for March’s show include Brighto Paints, Covering Concepts and CEPC, all of whom 
will be looking to meet with procurers working across the region’s biggest architecture and design 
projects. 

Samantha Kane-Macdonald continued: “SURFACE Design Middle East creates a bridge that allows 
architects, consultants, contractors, and other industry specifiers to come together, network, learn and 
source products that create world-class interiors. 

“Covering solutions are at the heart of every design project, no matter the scale. Let SURFACE Design 
Middle East inspire you.” 

SURFACE Design Middle East takes place at the Dubai World Trade Center, March 26-29th, 2018. To 
register to attend for free, or to find out more, visit www.surfacedesignexhibition.com 

ENDS 

For more information, email Euan McLelland – SURFACE Design Middle East PR Manager: 
euanmclelland@dmgeventsme.com or phone +971 4 445 3720 

About dmg events 

An international exhibition and publishing company, dmg events produces market-leading exhibitions and 
conferences for the global energy, construction, coatings, hospitality and interior design industries. 

dmg events is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Daily Mail and General Trust plc (DMGT) an international 
portfolio of information, media and events businesses listed on the London stock exchange. 

dmg events Middle East, Asia & Africa 

Founded in 1989, dmg events has operated in the Middle East since 1995 and owns many leading brands 
including The Big 5 portfolio of construction events, INDEX – the Middle East’s largest event for the interior 
design industry and The Hotel Show, the longest running and most important event for the hospitality industry. 

Headquartered in Dubai, UAE and with satellite offices in India, South Africa and the UK, dmg events Middle 
East, Asia & Africa organizes over 45 events across the Middle East, Africa, Asia, North America and Europe. For 
more information visit www.dmgeventsme.com 

http://www.surfacedesignexhibition.com/
mailto:euanmclelland@dmgeventsme.com


 
About DMGT 

DMGT manages a diverse, multinational portfolio of companies, with total revenues of almost £2bn, that 
provide businesses and consumers with compelling information, analysis, insight, events, news and 
entertainment.  DMGT is also a founding investor and the largest shareholder of Euromoney Institutional 
Investor PLC and ZPG Plc. 

For more information visit www.dmgt.com 
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